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ABSTRACT
In the more and more competition economic prosperity, it appears that innovation is increasingly an important driver of competitive advantage in service firms. How to create service innovation to enhance services competitiveness is the first priority issue for the vendors among the industry. And customer-oriented is an important policy for enterprises to development strategy. This paper wants to devote a better understanding of the role of services in innovation. From a brief introduce of existing approaches (a four-dimensional model) to service innovation and creating customer –oriented organization to retain and reward loyal customers. The paper also reviews present research fields and hope to build a framework for strategic decision making in service innovation. Consider some wider implications of the innovation management and policy that can help to improve the decision making on service innovation to meet the needs of customers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

At the competitive environment, it is important to enhance the comparative advantage and attract the customers to create the profit. The service sector comprises roughly 75 percent of the gross domestic product of developed nations and all kinds of companies are more and more depend on service-based business. Service industry is the important source of social wealth. The economic trend has from product-based economy to service-oriented economy. New products, methods of production and distribution, new markets, and new forms of organizations that keep capitalism humming (Schumpeter, 1943) all are from innovation. Innovation gives the ability to the organization to respond the changes in markets, technology, and competition (Dougherty & Hardy, 1996). Based on a conducted survey of 1356 respondents worldwide by the American Management Association and Human Resource Institute, more than two-thirds of the organizations believe that innovation is highly-to-extremely important to them today, and it will become even more important to them in the next 10 years (AMA, 2006, p. ix). Innovation may include re-invention, which is modifying or changing an invention to make it adoptable and implementable to the application at hand (Rogers,2003, p. 36). Schumpeter identified innovation as an essential function of entrepreneurship to get credit and profit maximization, (Ruttan,1959). However, many managers who make investment decisions do not fully recognize the value of service innovation as a competitive advantage. Manufacturing companies still devote only a very small percentage of their research and development (R&D) expenditure to the development of new service offers. And in the height rapid changes global economy, firms need have own technology, high-quality of services presented to the client ; and have the ability to be a valuable service let customers will connect the enterprise to generate emotion. By services to pulled the distance with competitors and maintain the competitive advantage. Multinational companies such as IBM, General Electric and other manufacturers are rapidly converted to services providers. IBM hardware business from basic services got 33 percent of their income, including computer leasing, maintenance and software.
Service innovation is a competitive advantage for firms (Ottenbacher and Gnoth2005) because new services can attract new customers, keep customer loyalty, create new market opportunities, and increase performance and profitability (Nicolau and Santa-Marı ´a2013).          
Service innovation has a positive effect on the customer value provided by service organizations (O’Cass and Sok2013). Because Services are intangible; and the new service is not protected by patents or intellectual property rights. In order to keep the competitive advantages, firms must constantly renew the services to customer and provide better service quality than competitors (Agarwal et al.2003).
For example, smart phone emphasizes four core technology, but the value of this technology must be recognized by consumers. Consumers care about is the use of the interface smoother、more efficient switching function and stability operations. If consumers use smart phone no more smoothly, and may be more power consumption and more heat dissipation is not easy, but caused plagued .Another example, customers hope the international hotels not only provide comfortable accommodations , but also help them have a memorable travel experience. Thus, hotels must integrate multiple services or link existing services to satisfy the requirements of customers.
This paper wants to devote a better understanding of the role of services in innovation and that can help to improve the decision making on service innovation to meet the needs of customers and get profits growth.

2. THE CONCEPT OF SERVICE INNOVATION

2.1What is service ?
Judd (1964) classified the services into three kinds, namely rented goods services, owned goods services, and non-goods services. Sasser et al. (1978) proposed that services had four distinct characteristics, i.e. Inseparability, Heterogeneity, Intangibility, and Perishability (IHIP) to distinguish services from goods.  Jean Gadrey et al. (1995)provided “to produce a service […] is to organise a solution to a problem (a treatment, an operation) which does not principally involve supplying a good. It is to place a bundle of capabilities and competences (human, technological, organizational ) at the disposal of a client and to organize a solution, which may be given to varying degrees of precision”. Gadrey (1996) following Hill (1977) developed the “service triangle” to definition service as a set of processing operations carried out by a provider (B) on behalf of a client (A) in a medium (C) held by (A) and intended to bring about a change in the medium (C).
Service is the application of competences (knowledge and skills) by one entity for the benefit of another (Vargo and Lusch, 2004, 2006).
As services are characterized by intangibility, heterogeneity, simultaneity, and perishability, higher levels of consumer and competitor orientation give service companies an opportunity to respond more effectively to customer needs and develop differentiated offerings with sufficient quality (Kelly and Storey2000).
And the nature of the service act,two fundamental issues are at whom(or what) is the act directed, and is this act tangible or intangible in nature? As show in Figure 1.

Source:Lovelock, C. H. (1983). Classifying services to gain strategic marketing insights. The Journal of Marketing, 9-20.

Chang,Chien-Hao(2013)  mentioned:”service” is included in the seven English alphabet, which represents the service core values .The detailed explanation as following:
S：Smile to show service enthusiasm
E：Employee happy then customer happy.
R：Response anyone at anytime.
V：Very good quality is customer’s perception.
I：Insist on retention not only attraction.
C：Customer complain is the best free consultant.
E：Ensure your customer satisfaction and delight.

2.2What is innovations?
(Higgins, J. M. 1995) proposed that”Innovation is the process of creating something new that has significant value to an individual, a group, an organization, an industry ,or a society. Innovation is how a firm or an individual makes money from creativity. “
There are some other reachers define the innovatoion as following: Tang (1998):the process: use of new ideas in order to achieve a favorable purpose;Robbins ＆ Coulter( 2002) introduction of new ideas and translate them into useful products, services, processes or technologies; Certo(2003) Take useful ideas into a process useful products, services or methods of operation. And search in the wikipedia:The term innovation can be defined as something original and more effective and, as a consequence, new, that "breaks into" the market or society. 
Drucker (1985) provide the 7 sources of innovative opportunity ,that were listed in his book “Innovation and Entrepreneurship”  There astract his 7 sources of innovative opportunity as following:
1.The Unexpected
A good manager should be constantly studying the market. What has to happen if we want to convert this unexpected success into an opportunity?
2.The Incongruity
The complaints and unmet wants of customers are all the hints company need.
3.Process Need
Essentially company will want to look for all weak links and eliminate within existing capabilities and ways of doing business.
4.Industry and Market Structure Change
Industry and the market are in continual flux. Regulations change and some product lines expand while others shrink. 
5.Demographics
Combining demographic data with segmentation and targeting is a powerful method of accurately meeting a target market’s desires.
6.Changes in Perception, Meaning, and Mood
Over time populations and people change and companies must pay attention to this
7.New Knowledge
New knowledge is about finding better ways of doing things and improving processes. 

2.3 Service innovations and service dominant (S-D) logic 
Successful service depends on learning about customers, i.e. learning about customer needs and their everyday life. If the service provider and its frontline contact persons do not understand their customers, the quality of the service will be diminished (Parasuraman et al., 1985), service productivity will fall (Gro ¨nroos and Ojasalo, 2004).As services are intangible and not protected by patents or intellectual property rights., firms must continuously provide the new and better services than competitors to keep the competitive advantage.  (Agarwal et al.2003)
Service innovation creates superior value for customers and has a positive effect on the customer value provided byservice organizations (O’Cass and Sok2013).
Service innovation is seldom limited to change of service product’s characteristics. Service innovation is often accompanied by the patterns of product distribution, new interaction with customer, new quality control and assurance, etc. 
Lovelock(1984) think service innovations can typologies as follow:
1.Major innovation: New services for markets as yet undefined; innovations usually driven by information and computer-based technologies.
2.Start-up business: New services in market that already served by existing service.
3.New services for the market presently served: New service offerings to existing customers of organization (although the services may be available from other companies)
4.Service line extensions: Augmentations of the existing service line such as adding new menu items, new routes, and new courses.
5.Service Improvements :Changes in features of services that are currently being offered.
6.Style changes: The most common of all “new services”;Modest forms of visible changes that have an impact on customer perceptions, emotions and attitudes, with style changes that do not change the service fundamentally, only its appearance.

The development of new services not only provides customers a unique consumer experience and excellent core value.(Mo ¨ller et al. 2008; O’Cass and Sok 2013; Paswan et al. 2009)
Service innovation creates superior value for customers and has a positive effect on the customer value provided by service organizations (O’Cass and Sok2013).Customer value creation is determined by experience (Pine and Gilmore2011).The development of new services not only provides customers a unique consumer experience and excellent core value.(Mo ¨ller et al. 2008; O’Cass and Sok 2013; Paswan et al. 2009)
Hertog, P. D (2000) introduced "A Four Dimension Model"(Fig.2) of service innovation, they thought that most innovations appear to be a mixture of major and minor changes and adaptations of existing (service)products.
Innovation were driven by multiple factors, the innovation needed integrating of various elements. Each innovation can be as a combination of four dimensions.

Figure2 A four-dimensional model of service innovation
Source: Hertog, P. D. (2000). Knowledge-intensive business services as co-producers of innovation

Customer orientation is defined as: ‘‘The set of beliefs that puts the customer’s interests first, while not excluding those of all other stakeholders [. . .] in order to develop a long term profitable enterprise’’ (Deshpande´et al., 1993).
Keep the satisfied customers and they likely to stay with a company is important for company’s profitability.
Vargo and Lusch (2004a; 2004b; 2008b) and Lusch and Vargo (2008) defined the service dominant (S-D) logic and claimed that the service was the basic exchange unit of economy. Edvardsson et al. (2005) argued that the new trends in service research was on the values co-created with customers. 
Vargo and Lusch (2004a) and Lusch and Vargo (2006) developed the nine fundamental premises (FPs) to describe the main characteristics of S-D logic:

“FP1  The application of specialized skill(s) and knowledge is the fundamental unit of exchange
FP2  Indirect exchange masks the fundamental unit of exchange
FP3  Goods are a distribution mechanism for service provision
FP4  Knowledge is the fundamental source of competitive advantage
FP5  All economies are services economies
FP6  The customer is always a co-producer
FP7  The enterprise can only make value propositions
FP8  A service-centered view is customer oriented and relational
FP9  Organizations exist to integrate and transform microspecialized competences into complex services that are demanded in the marketplace”
 In Lusch and Vargo’s (2006) and Vargo and Lusch’s (2008b) papers, they modified some of the FP’s and added one more FP as follows:

“FP1  Service is the fundamental basis of exchange
FP2  Indirect exchange masks the fundamental basis of exchange
FP3  Goods are a distribution mechanism for service provision
FP4  Operant resources are the fundamental source of competitive advantage
FP5   All economies are service economies
FP6   The customer is always a co-creator of value
FP7  The enterprise cannot deliver value, but only offer value propositions
FP8   A service-centered view is inherently customer oriented and relational
FP9   All social and economic actors are resource integrators
FP10  Value is always uniquely and phenomenologically determined by the beneficiary”
In the application of marketing, S-D logic is the result to refocus on the particular issues to marketing (Vargo & Lusch, 2008b). Customer, skill and knowledge are considered as the operant resources and goods as the operand resources. Operant resources are using operand resources (or other operant resources) to produce effect (Constantin & Lusch, 1994). 
Customer-oriented firms focus on customer-centred innovation success. They analyse what is customer seeking on the frame of reference and then thinking all the steps needed to let the seeking things can be done (Bettencourt and Ulwick, 2008)
And Johnson et al.(2000) have pointed out a The new service development cycle.As Figure 3
The cycle is a series of planning analysis and implementation of activities,

Figure3   The new service development cycle
Source: Adapted from Johnson et al. (2000) 

A customer oriented development stresses that customer involve the development process can increase  the product/service success ( Jaworski and Kohli, 1993; Lukas and Ferrell, 2000; Slater and Narver, 1994).
The authors (Allam, I. and Perry, C. (2002) ) propose a model incorporating customer input at various stages of NSD process as shown in table 1
Table 1 Customers’ input into the new service development process
Source: Adapted from Allam, I. and Perry, C. (2002)

2.4 A customer-oriented service innovation in profit growth model
And in the paper we try to build a customer-oriented service innovation in profit growth model for organization. show as Figure 4
Because the final goal of service innovation is the firms can get profit growth . customer orientation is not a one-step process, and
organisations need to go through the various stages to reach a level of maturity.

Figure4 .A customer-oriented service innovation in profit growth model 
3. METHODOLOGY

The Empirical Case review is base on the 2014 service survey by the ” Global Views Monthly”Journal, this year 2014 is the 12 time to survery. It sending a rigorous training mystery guest, random sampling tests and front-line employees to basic questions and problems for enterprises to play devil score. A total of 19 formats, 268 business or unit under test. The total average score is only for 55.32 points, the result show that that serve in Taiwan seem to run into bottlenecks, service personnel lack of initiative and, often only rigid execution SOP.
3.1FamilyMart convenience store
FamilyMart convenience store won the first services prize in 2014 is the seventh time, and this time is  three-peat! 

A Customer-oriented organizations 
FamilyMart's slogan of "FamilyMart, Where You Are One of the Family," and it's goal is aiming to make customer's lives more comfortable and enjoyable, primarily by displaying hospitality in everything, and by ensuring a shopping experience characterized by convenience, friendliness and fun. FamilyMart's CSR as a group around the world is to provide residents of local communities with a better life and social and lifestyle infrastructure with added value. And FamilyMart's Basic Management policies is as table 2. 
(http://www.family.com.tw/Marketing/index.aspx (​http:​/​​/​www.family.com.tw​/​Marketing​/​index.aspx​))
Table 2 FamilyMart's Basic Management Policies
Corporate mission:Csutomer satisfaction and Co-growth. FamilyMart expect to be a valued commuication bridge between customers,franchisees, partner ,company, employees, and the community,with them grow and innovate together.To be customer's most intimate friend,have adopted the objective of “No.1 service qualiyt”and treated customers with most sincere,responsible and earnest attitude as a way to eliminate the gap between customers. Customers can interact with FamilyMart through Facebook and blogs. FamilyMart drew up three action plans for bringing happiness to customers, communities, and the Earth. Including the development of a reusable shopping bag; and the "For Kids For the Future" program for helping children.


.FamilyMar Brand commitment

Service innovation
Customers can get any convenience service at FamilyMart store . For instance, pay utility bills, use ATM machines, make photocopies, send faxes, print documents or photos, get the goods buy in the internet, use express delivery services, and get wireless internet services, etc.. And the FamiPort kiosk provides different functions that include ticket purchase, credit card bonus redemption, travel arrangement, file download, utility bill payment, printing, and other services to customers.
The FamiPort kiosk become a mobile business center ,it offers users high quality and efficient services . 
Wang,Yi-Chih (2014 )pointed that Family Mart convenience store general manager Mr.Chang said: “Basic services must be implemented in every day! To import SQC (service, quality and clean) self-vetting system, testing nearly 80 items is equal to “self-health examination” on a daily basis.”The health examination is divided into three levels: 1.self-audit 2. there are outside cross-business agent to play crossing detection, and the headquarters every month send a mystery guest to sampling.”  
FamilyMart has drawn up a social contribution policy for building better communities. FamilyMart aims to fulfill the social role and gain the appreciation of people who live near the stores, they want to offer customers not only convenience but also human warmth. With that thought in mind, they carry out a variety of community activities. “The little manager camp for Kids” is one of the examples, in the store kids happy playing and happy to do, experience the most warm spirit of service.  
The foremost guiding principle for FamilyMart is to stimulate customers interests and deliver merchandizes and services they would like while duly observing our S&QC(service,Quality and cleanliness)operating quideline to make them satisfied and content.

FamilyMar Business Promise

FamilyMar Business performance
Familymart’s busniess perormance has projected a steady growth and merged nikomart’s stores in 2007.After the company made the 1st merger possible ,its total number of stores reached 2851 with revenue of over 53.9billion and market share 29%. These numbers stand for FamilyMart hard work in market penetration and customer service over last 25 years.


3.2Taiwan Amway
Taiwan Amway won the first services prize in 2014 is the fifth time, and this time is four-peat! 
Wang,Yi-Chih (2014)pointed that"The best service is that every time contact with the warm" general manager of Taiwan Amway Huiwen ,Chen said “ Service can’t be taken SOP, must be conceived for each client, really care him and will willing to do something for him!” "The best service is that every time contact with the warm" general manager of Taiwan Amway (Huiwen Chen)said “ Service can’t be taken SOP, must be conceived for each client, really care him and will willing to do something for him!”
(see http://www.amway.com.tw/ (​http:​/​​/​www.amway.com.tw​/​​))

A Customer-oriented organizations 
Amway offers a range of exclusive, competitive brands that meet proven customer needs around the world. From nutritional supplements to water treatment, cosmetics to cleaning products, these brands are the solid foundation for a successful, independent retail business.
Currently, Amway Taiwan provides several different ordering ways for the distributors so that customer can select the most suitable way to place orders. After receiving the order, Amway will soon safely deliver the products to the address of the distributor. The distributor can also choose to pick up the products at the Experience Centers. The ordering procedures and the relevant notes are as follows: 1.Voice Orders 2.Internet Orders 3.Phone Orders4. Fax Orders5.Mail Orders 6.Counter Orders
Service innovation
 Amway Taiwan develop a "consultancy services", it implementation the "listening, speaking, references, line, trace" the five codes, namely: listening、sharing、 propose customized solutions、quick action and tracking care。 There is a complete set of tools the phone App, includes actions shopping platform, Q Collection actions and so on.   The digital system is like a set of good ideas, at any time to check the details of a variety of goods and expertise, but also do customized service. It colud remind agent the client's home need to the change product or repair, it will automatically appear on the calendar. If client want to order, as long as scan the trademark or directly to photo, they can easily move shopping.

The Standard Amway Satisfaction Guarantee
Anytime customers buy an Amway product customers have the right to use it for a reasonable time to determine if it is satisfactory and want to keep it. This guarantee does not apply to products that have been intentionally damaged or misused.
＊ The reasonable time starting from the day when the invoice of the products was issued by Amway is no longer than 2 years. 
If customers purchase Amway Cookware or other Home Tech durable products such as eSpring or 
Atmosphere, who have right to use the Amway product for 90 days from date of purchase to determine if it is satisfactory and want to keep it.＊ The 90 days starts form the day when the invoice of the products was issued by Amway.

The 14 Days Hesitation Period
If customers purchase DORIAN extra virgin olive oil, R&J product series, customers are entitled to a 14-day hesitation period, starting from the day when the invoice of the products was issued. Within this 14-day period, if you decide it is not satisfactory, you may return the unsealed product to the Amway distributor from whom you purchased it. The distributor will offer you the choice of replacement without charge, or full credit toward the purchase of another Amway product, or a refund of the full purchase price. This guarantee does not apply to products that have been intentionally damaged or misused.

Amway Taiwan performance 
Established in November 1982, Amway Taiwan Company Limited is the leading direct selling corporation in Taiwan, having 500 staffs, marketing over 400 products, with net sales more than NT$ 10.8 billion (US$ 370 million) for the year ending Dec. 31, 2013, a 9% increase over 2012. Ranked #131 in the service industry in Taiwan for the “2014 Top 2000” survey released by CommonWealth bi-Monthly. Amway Taiwan consistently offers opportunities to the Taiwan people through its islandwide network of 360,000 distributors and members.

5. CONCLUSION

We suggested a customer-oriented service innovation to profit growth model for organization. show as Figure 4. 
Innovation were driven by multiple factors, the innovation needed integrating of various elements. Each innovation can be as a combination of four dimensions.
Organisations must find the customer needs and develop the strategic capability to fulfil the needs. International company like GE、IBM、P&G all follow the trends in environment and carry out the upcoming needs of their customers.
Taiwan's industrial transformation towards liberalization and internationalization, need unique services to maintain a competitive advantage .And as the author
Miles pointed out that“Service sectors are very dispersed, with considerable variations in the
balance between human, social, and informational activities. IT-intensive services include telecommunications, technology-based knowledge-intensive business services (T-KIBS), and financial services. Hotels, restaurants, and catering (HORECA) and health services—because the indicators emphasize hospitality and accommodation—clearly stress human requirements. ……… Different transformative activities involve inputs of different equipment and materials and the application of different skills and knowledge bases. Distinctive knowledge bases, professions, and communities of practice will influence the structure and conduct of innovation.
” (Miles,2008)  Managers need have the ability to manage risk in service innovation process, encourage employees to be customer-oriented and to engage with customers to find their needs and wants, continually tracking customer satisfaction; and retaining loyal and profitable customers.
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